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E-list 55. History of Science: 44 items  

 

 

1. Adelmann, Howard B.: Marcello Malpighi and the Evolution of Embriology.  Ithaca, NY: 

Cornell University Press, 1966.  

First edition. 5 vols. Folio, pp. [xxiv], 726 + 1 folding plate; [x], [4], 727-1013, [7] + 11 

folding plates; [x], [4], 1017-1526; [x], [5], 1528-2062; [x], [5], 2064-2475, all with 

illustrated frontispiece. First two leaves (acknowledgements) of vol. 1 loose, else very good 

copies. Blue cloth, the odd spot or scratch, spines a bit faded, modern library stamp to front 

free endpaper, small paper label to spine of vols. 2-5.   

‘Peerless among monographs in the history of science’ (’BioScience’, 1967). 

[53423] £90 

2. [Albertus Magnus] Albert of Cologne, Saint, called the Great: (Best, Michael R. & 

Brightman, Frank H., eds.:) The Book of Secrets of Albertus Magnus of the Virtues of 

Herbs, Stones and Certain Beasts, also A Book of the Marvels of the World. Oxford: at the 

Clarendon Press, 1973.  

First edition. 8vo., pp. xlviii, 128. Frontis. and illustrations to text. Hardback: blue cloth, gilt-

lettered to spine. Dust-jacket, price-clipped. Light signs of shelf-wear, still very good.   



 

 

The present text is taken from the first English edition of The Book of Secrets printed c.1550, 

and is accompanied by illustrations from that and other early printed editions of Albertus 

Magnus, the Patron Saint of Science. 

[53963] £25 

3. Blair, John & Ramsay, Nigel (eds.): English Medieval Industries.  London: The Hambledon 

Press, 1991.  

First edition. 8vo., pp. xxxiv, 446 + plates. Numerous illustrations to text. Hardback: blue 

cloth, gilt-lettered to spine, fine. Dust-jacket, a touch of shelf-wear, very good.   

[53958] £40 

 

4. Chaucer, Geoffrey (attrib.): (Price, D. J., ed.:) The Equatorie of the Planetis: A manuscript 

treatise ascribed to Chaucer [...]. With a linguistic analysis by R. M. Wilson.  Cambridge 

University Press, 1955.  

First edition thus. 4to., pp. xvi, 214 + plates. Facsimile text interleaved, figures and 

illustrations. Hardback: green cloth, black title-piece to spine, gilt-lettered, blind stamp of an 

astronomical pattern to centre of upper board, top edge green. Other than a little shelf-dust 

speckling the other edges a clean and very good book and contents. Cream dust-jacket, price-

clipped, now a bitgrubby with several small closed tears and creases to edges, but still good 

overall.   

A complete facsimile of the text is interleaved with a line-by-line transcription and followed 

by a translation into modern English and a set of critical and explanatory notes. 

[53962] £20 



 

 

 

5. Clark, Sir George (Vols. 1 &2); Cooke, A. M. (Vol. 3): A History of the Royal College of 

Physicians of London. Volume One; Volume Two; Volume Three. Oxford: Clarendon Press 

for The Royal College of Physicians. 1964; 1966; 1972.  

First edtions. 3 vols. 8vo., pp. xxiii, 426; xix, 427-800; xxvii,  801-1247 + plates to each vol. 

inc. fold-out map of London to rear of Vol. I. Hardback: black cloth, gilt-lettered to spine. 

Most corners slightly bumped edges a little dusty, more pronounced to Vol. 3., but still very 

good. Vols. 1 & 2 without dust-jackets, that on Vol. 3 creased to top edges with two 2-3 cm 

closed tears to front cover. A useful set with interesting provenances.   

Volumes 1 & 2 each with ink manuscription, “To Sir Stanford Cade, KBE, CB, FRCS, FRCP, 

FRCOG, the gift of the Royal College of Physicians of London.” Volume 3 with an orange 

Lewis’s Lending Library sticker to upper board and front pastedown, folding over top edge. 

Sir Stanford Cade, formerly Kadinsky, (1895 – 1973) was a British surgeon, born in the 

Russian Empire and educated in Belgium, who pioneered the combined use of surgery and 

radiotherapy in the treatment of cancer, a subject on which he wrote two books. During WW2 

he also served in the Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve, rising to the rank of air vice-

marshal, and received his knighthood consequent to suggesting improvements in the design of 

fighter plane cockpits to minimise injury to pilots. 

[53946] £75 

6. Crosland, Maurice P.: Historical Studies in the Language of Chemistry.  London: 

Heinemann, 1962.  

First edition. 8vo., pp. xvii, 406 + plates. Illustrations to text. Hardback: green cloth, black 

title-piece to spine, gilt-lettered. Dust-jacket. A small portion of front pastedown torn away at 

outer edge, a line of residual tape-staining down the middle of rear paste-down, a hint of 

spine-lean, moderate shelf-wear and dusting, jacket creased to edges with one 4-5 cm closed 

tear to back cover, but still a good reading copy.   

Label of Surrey County Library to front paste-down, with other ex-libris markings, 

unobtrusive to title-page but louder, including a “Sold” stamp and an ink “50p”, to rear 

endpapers. 

[53947] £20 



 

 

 

7. Darwin, Charles: (Burkhardt, Frederick; Porter, Duncan M.; et al., eds.:) The 

Correspondence of Charles Darwin.   Cambridge University Press, 1985-1997; 2002.  

First edition. 8vo., pp. xxxii, 702; xxxvi, 603; xxxii, 523; xxxvi, 711; xxxii, 705; xxxii, 673; 

xxxviii, 671; xxxviii, 766; xxxvi, 609; xl, 936; xl, 695 + plates to all vols. Hardbacks: black 

cloth, green title-piece to spine, gilt-lettered, a few corners lightly bumped and Vol. 8 with a 

larger dent to outer board-edges, light dust-marking to edges and Vol.5 with a considerable 

tea-stain to top edge (only), but all volumes unread and internally clean. Dust-jackets, 

creasing to jacket edges with a few tiny nicks to edges, a couple of corners with closed tears, 

Vol. 7 with two larger but still closed tears to centre of front flap-fold, but still very good 

overall.   

The Darwin Correspondence Project was founded in 1974 by an American scholar, Frederick 

Burkhardt, with the help of his wife, Anne Schlabach Burkhardt. and Sydney Smith, a 

zoologist in the University of Cambridge (all three now deceased). Setting out with the aim of 

locating all letters written by Charles Darwin, they originally intended to publish only 

summaries. This original intention then developed with Cambridge University Press into a 

plan, which remains ongoing, to publish for the first time a complete edition of the entire 

correspondence, consisting of “full authoritative texts of Darwin's (letters)... edited according 

to modern textual editorial principles and practice”.  A total of 30 volumes are anticipated, 

with 28 now published. Here we have the first 10 volumes, covering the years 1821-1862, 

with Vol. 13, containing 1865 and supplementary material for 1822-1864. 

[53938] £450 

8. Darwin, Charles: (Bates, Marston & Humphrey, Philip S., eds.:) The Darwin Reader.  

London: Macmillan & Co., 1957.  

8vo., pp. ix, 481 + plates. Illustrations. Hardback: red cloth, gilt-lettered to spine, light crease 

along spine, edges a little dusty, still very good. Dust-jacket, price-clipped, top edge starting 

to fray at head of spine,darkened towards spine and edges, still good.   

Ink ownership inscription of “Thos. J. Adams... 1957” to ffep with his underlinings and 

marginal annotations, mostly in pencil but some in ink, here and there but mainly to one 

chapter and the Appendix, and his further customisation by neat but adhesive attachment of 

various relevant newspaper cuttings of articles and photographs, and a stamp, to front 

endpapers and blank spaces on first few printed pages. With a further newspaper cuttings and 

a postcard of Darwin loosely inserted. 

[53941] £15 



 

 

9. [Darwin] Freeman, R. B.: The Works of Charles Darwin: An Annotated Bibliographical 

Handlist. London: Dawsons of Pall Mall, 1965.  

First edition. 8vo., pp. x, 81 + plates. Maps and illustrations. Hardback: green cloth, gilt-

lettered to spine. Dust-jacket. Lightly shelf-worn and dusted with a little fraying to jacket 

edges, otherwise very good.   

[53942] £20 

10. Davison, Charles: A History Of British Earthquakes.   Cambridge at the University Press, 

1924  

First edition. 8vo., pp. xviii, 416. With 100 illustrations. Hardback: black cloth, gilt-lettered to 

spine, a little shelf worn and dusty to edges but but contents clean. Dust-jacket, still in one 

piece but torn with loss in several places and heavily creased.   

[53957] £40 

 

11. De Halacsy, E.: Conspectus Florae Graecae, Volumes I-III & Supplements I-II.  Lehre: 

Verlag von J. Cramer, 1968.  

Reprint. 3 vols. and 2 supplements bound as 2 vols., 8vo., pp. [viii], 825, [i]; [vi], 612; [ii], 

xxv, [i], 519; [v], 132; 105, [i]. Only very slightly toned, clean within. Dark blue cloth, gilt 

titles to spines. A little scuffed, some corners bumped, edges a bit dusty with a scatter of light 

foxing to endpapers but very good.   

Reprint of the editions originally published 1901, 1902 & 1904 (vols. I-III) and 1908 & 1912 

(supplements I-II).  Tome LXVIII, parts 1 and 2 in J.Cramer and H.K. Swann’s Historiae 

Naturalis Classica series. 

[51973] £180 

12. Dugas, René: (Maddox, J. R., trans.:) A History of Mechanics.  London: Routledge & 

Kegan Paul, 1957.  

First English edition. 8vo., pp. 671. Illustrations to text. Hardback: red rexine over boards, 

gilt-lettered to spine and upper board. Edges dusty, contents clean, still very good.   

Booksellers’ ticket of H. K. Lewis & Co. to front pastedown. 

Frst published in French in 1955. Foreword by Louis De Broglie. 

[53955] £50 



 

 

13. Edelstein, Emma J. & Edelstein, Ludwig: Asclepius: a Collection and Interpretation of the 

Testimonies. Volume I: Collection of the Testimonies; Volume II: Interpretation of the 

Testimonies. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1945.  

First edition. 2 vols. 8vo., pp. xvii, 470; x, 277. Hardback: black cloth, gilt-lettered to spine 

and device to upper board. No dust-jacket. Most corners slightly bumped, light signs of use, 

edges rather dust-marked, otherwise very good.   

[53948] £100 

14. Edwardes, David:(O’Malley, C. D. & Russell, K. F., trans. & intro.:) Introduction to 

Anatomy 1532. A Facsimile Reproduction with English Translation and an Introductory 

Essay on Anatomical Studies in Tudor England. London: Oxford University Press, 1961.  

First edition thus. 8vo., pp. 64. Hardback: red cloth, gilt-lettered to spine, fine. Yellow dust-

jacket, dust-darkened in places, a little chipped to edges at spine and corners, good.   

Includes facsimile Letter of Dedication to Henry, Earl of Surrey. 

[53905] £15 

 

15. [Euclid] Simson, Robert: The Elements of Euclid, viz. the first six books, together with the 

eleventh and twelfth. Edinburgh: printed for E. Wingrove, London, and E. Balfour, 

Edinburgh, 1799.  

8vo. pp. [vii] [1] 9-520 + 3 folding plates. Intermittent light water stain to lower or outer 

blank margin, slight spotting to title and verso of last, endpapers adhering a little at gutter of 

title and last. Contemporary sheep, rebacked, spine blind tooled. A little loss to lower board, 

recornered.   

The tenth edition of Simson’s fundamental English edition of Euclid. ‘No man seems to have 

done more towards the restoration of Euclid’s genuine works than Dr Simson of Glasgow’ 

(Bruggermann 197-200). Appended to the traditional content - Euclid’s books 1-6, 11 and 12, 

and ‘Euclid’s Data’ - is here also, for the first time, ‘Elements of Plain and Spherical 

Trigonometry’, illustrated with three folding plates. 

ESTC N9135. Not in Dibdin or Brunet.  

[53278] £300 



 

 

 

16. Faraday, Michael: (Williams, L. Pearce, ed.:) The Selected Correspondence of Michael 

Faraday. Volume 1: 1812-1848; Volume 2: 1849-1866.  Cambridge University Press, 1971.  

First edition. 2 vols. 8vo., pp. xii, 538; viii, [ii], 539-1079. Frontispiece to each vol. Hardback: 

blue cloth, red title-piece to spine, gilt-lettered. Top edge dark blue. Dust-jackets, price-

clipped. A touch of shelf-wear only: a very good set.   

Edited on behalf of the Royal Institution of Great Britain by L. Pearce Williams with the 

assistance of Rosemary FitzGerald and Oliver Stallybrass. 

[53943] £90 

17. [Galen] Galenus, Claudius or Aelius: (Singer, Charles, trans. & ed.:) Galen on 

Anatomical Procedures. Translation of the Surviving Books with Introduction and Notes. 

London: Oxford University Press for The Wellcome Historical Medical Museum, 1956.  

8vo., pp. xxvi, 289. Numerous b/w illustrations to text. towards rear. Hardback: green cloth, 

gilt-lettered to spine. Without dust-jacket. Moderate signs of use, good.   

“This book belongs to the British Broadcasting Corporation Library” ink-stamped to front and 

rear pastedowns and free endpapers, “611” in white to spine, accession details stamped to 

verso of title-page. 

[53959] £35 

18. Gibbs-Smith, Charles H.: Sir George Cayley's Aeronautics 1796-1855.  London: Her 

Majesty’s Stationery Office, 1962.  

First edition. 8vo., pp. xxiii, 269. Frontis., and numerous illustrations to text. Hardback: black 

cloth, gilt-lettered to spine and with outline of early aeroplane gilt -stamped to upper board. 

No dust-jacket. A touch only of shelf-wear.   

Bookplate of Acton Public Libraries Reference Library to front paste-down, shelf numbering 

to spine in white, library stamp to title-page verso (showing through to recto) and to several 

pages of text. 

[53969] £15 



 

 

19. Grmek, Mirko D. (ed.): Western Medical Thought from Antiquity to the Middle Ages.  

Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1998.  

First edition. 8vo., pp. viii, 478. Hardback: beige cloth, boards slightly bowed. Dust-jacket, light 

shelf wear. Otherwise a very good copy.   

Co-ordinated by Bernadino Fantini and translated by Antony Shugaar. 

[53211] £20 

20. Guilmartin Jr, John Francis: Gunpowder and Galleys: Changing technology and Mediterranean 

warfare at sea in the sixteenth century.  Cambridge University Press, 1974.  

First edition. 8vo., pp. xiv, 321. Figures and illustrations to text. Hardback: red cloth, gilt-lettered 

to spine, light shelf-dusting to edges only, very good. Dust-jacket, frayed with slight loss to 

bottom edge at spine, a little faded to spine and grubby to back cover, still good.   

In the series Cambridge Studies in Early Modern History. 

[53956] £50 

21. Hawks, Ellison: Pioneers of Plant Study.  London: The Sheldon Press, 1928.  

First edition. 8vo., pp. x, 288 + b/w plates. Foxing, heavier to front and rear, and to uncut edges. 

Hardback: green cloth, gilt-lettered to spine. A little shelf-wear with edges only of head and tail of 

spine just starting to fray.   

Ink ownership inscription “M? Adams” and the word “Index” to ffep, with heavy annotation and 

pen-scoring to several pages of text. 

“This book was originally planned, and some parts of it written, in collaboration with the late G. S. 

Boulger”. 

[53906] £15 

22. Jenner, Edward: The Note-Book of Edward Jenner in the Possession of The Royal College of 

Physicians of London. With an Introduction on Jenner’s Work as a Naturalist by F. Dawtrey 

Drewitt. London: Humphrey Milford; Oxford University Press, 1931.  

First edition. 8vo., pp. vii, 49. Frontis. with tissue-guard. Hardback: blue cloth-backed boards, gilt-

lettered to spine. No dust-jacket. Light signs of use, still very good.   

A 3-page off-print copy “Edward Jenner and molluscum contagiosum.” tipped in at rear. 

[53967] £18 

23. Katz, Victor J., et al. (eds.): Sourcebook in the Mathematics of Medieval Europe and North 

Africa   Princeton University Press, 2016.  

First edition. Large 8vo., pp. xvi, 574. Hardback: blue cloth, gilt-lettered to spine. Dust-jacket.  

Unused: almost as new. 

[53598] £30 

24. Kraemer, Joel L. (ed.): Perspectives on Maimonides: Philosophical and Historical Studies.  

Oxford University Press, for the Littman Library, 1991.  

First edition. 8vo., pp. x, 332. Hardback: burgundy cloth, gilt-lettered to spine. Top edge red. 

Dust-jacket. Unused, a little shelf-wear, almost fine.   

In The Littman Library of Jewish Civilization. 

[53903] £45 



 

 

 

25. Lorenzen, Eivind: Technological Studies in Ancient Metrology [with] “Along the Line 

where Columns are Set”: Book 11 continuing Technological Studies in Ancient Metrology. 

Copenhagen: Nyt Nordisk Forlag & Arnold Busck, 1966; 1970.  

First editions. 2 vols. 4to. 303 x 235 mm, pp. 137 + 1 folding plate; 159. Numerous tables, 

charts and illustrations to texts. Original illustrated stiff cardboard covers, a little browned 

towards edges, corners slightly bumped, still a very good set.   

[53954] £50 

26. MacKenzie, Charlotte: Psychiatry for the Rich: A History of Ticehurst Private Asylum. 

London: Routledge, 1992.  

First edition. 8vo., pp. x, 234, inc. plates, figures and tables. Hardback: black cloth, silver-

lettered to spine. Dust-jacket. Light signs of use with mild creasing to jacket edges: still very 

good.   

Brief neat pencil annotation to a rear blank. 

In the Wellcome Institute series in the History of Medicine. 

[53935] £50 

27. Middleton, W. E. Knowles: A History of the Theories of Rain.  London: Oldbourne, 1965.  

First edition. 8vo., pp. viii, 223. Lacks ffep. Hardback: green cloth, gilt- and black-lettered to 

spine. Dust-jacket. Fairly mild signs only of use, but without ffep considered a reading copy 

only.   

In the Oldbourne History of Science Library. 

[53968] £10 



 

 

28. Moore, Norman: The History of the Study of Medicine in the British Isles. The Fitz-Patrick 

lectures for 1905-6 delivered before the Royal College of Physicians of London. Oxford: 

Clarendon Press, 1908.  

First edition. 8vo, pp. vi, [2], 202 + illustrated frontispiece and 10 plates. Slightly toned, else a 

very good copy. Green cloth, title gilt-stamped to spine, head and foot of spine a bit worn, 

spine slightly browned.   

[53452] £25 

 

29. Mortensen, Otto: Jens Olsen's Clock: A Technical Description. Copenhagen: Technological 

Institute, 1957.  

First English edition. Folio, pp. 157. Numerous illustrations. Hardback: white cloth-backed 

blue patterned cloth boards, blue-lettered to spine, two corners slightly bumped, other than a 

hint of dust to edges book and contents unblemished, very good. White dust-jacket, now 

somewhat grubby with closed tear to one corner, a little fraying to the others and creasing to 

edges, still good overall.   

Translated from and published simultaneously in Danish. 

A detailed description of a complex astronomical clock, now situated in Copenhagen Town 

Hall, completed posthumously between 1944 and 1955 (Jens Olsen died in 1945). 

[53961] £30 

30. O'Malley, C. D.: English Medical Humanists: Thomas Linacre and John Caius. Lawrence: 

The University of Kansas Press, 1965.  

First edition. 8vo., pp. 54. Hardback: green cloth, silver-lettered to upper board. No dust-

jacket. A very good copy.   

Logan Glendening Lectures on the History and Philosophy of Medicine, Twelfth Series. 

[53907] £12 



 

 

 

31. [Pliny the Elder:] Plinius Secundus, Gaius: (De Laet, J., ed.:) Historiae Naturalis Libri 

XXXVII.  Lugduni Batavorum [Leiden]: ex officina Elzeviriana, 1635.  

First edition. 3 vols., 12mo, pp. [xxiv], 654, [xviii]; 631, [xvii]; 582, [xviii]. Engraved 

titlepage, small woodcut portrait of Pliny. With ‘variae lectiones’ and indexes at end of each 

vol. Slight toning, occasional minor spots, titles dusty, 1: one lower outer blank corner 

minimally torn, 2: small loss to lower blank margin of one leaf. Full blue morocco c.1800, 

signed by C. Hering (binder’s ticket), blind-tooled, straight-grained calf doublures with gilt 

edges, raised bands, spines gilt-lettered, a.e.g. (boards and joints rubbed, free endpapers 

soiled).   

Later annotation to original rear endpaper. 

The first Elzevier edition of Pliny’s ‘Natural History’, which became extremely popular with 

later collectors. De Laet was a Leiden historian and editor who wrote or produced a number of 

texts for the Elzevir press. In the dedication, to the lawyer and French royal counsellor Jerome 

Bignon (1589-1656), he states that he drew on the edition of Claude Saumaise. 

Willems 428; Dibdin (3rd edn.) II, 323.  

[53181] £600 

 

32. Pormann, Peter E.: The Oriental Tradition of Paul of Aegina’s Pragmateia.  Leiden: Brill, 

2004.  

First edition. 8vo., pp. xix, 337. Laminated boards. A hint of shelf-wear to edges, otherwise 

still fine.   

Volume 29 in the Brill series: Studies in Ancient Medicine. 

[53090] £60 



 

 

 

33. Porter, Dorothy & Porter, Roy: Patient's Progress: Doctors and Doctoring in Eighteenth-

century England.  Stanford University Press, 1989.  

First American edition. 8vo., pp. viii, 305. Hardback, black cloth with gilt-lettered spine. 

Dust-jacket. Light shelf-wear only: a very good copy.   

First published in the UK, in the same year. 

[53263] £25 

34. Reymond, Arnold: (De Bray, Ruth Gheury, trans,:) History of the Sciences in Greco-

Roman Antiquity.  New York: Biblo and Tannen, 1963.  

First English edition. 8vo., pp. x, 245. 40 diagrams. Hardback: grey cloth, silver-lettered to 

spine. No dust-jacket. Spine just slightly cocked, corners lightly bumped, edges a little dusty, 

still good.   

[53966] £15 

35. Schilbach, Erich: Byzantinische Metrologische Quellen.   [University of Thessalonica], 

1982.  

First edition. 8vo., pp. xxvi, 204. Greek and German text. Cloth, gilt-lettered and decorated, 

spine slightly cocked and lightly faded, corners a bit bumped, edges lightly dusted, still very 

good. No dust-jacket.  

[Byzantine Texts and Studies 19] 

[49245] £30 

36. Sigerist, Henry E.: A History of Medicine.  New York: Oxford University Press, 1955, 1961.  

2 vols. First edition of second. 8vo. pp. [xxi], [1], 564; [xvi], 352, with illustrations, vol. 2 

with illustrated frontispiece. Green cloth, boards of vol. 2 a bit sunned and spotted. Else very 

good copies.   

Second printing of vol. 1. 

[53426] £60 

37. Singer, Charles & Sigerist, Henry E. (eds.): Essays on the History of Medicine presented to 

Karl Sudhoff on the occasion of his seventieth birthday November 26th 1923. Zürich: Verlag 

Seldwyla, 1924.  

First edition. 8vo., pp. 418 + plates. Trivial ink stain to bottom margin at edge only of 4pp. 

and edges a little dust-marked, otherwise internally unblemished. Hardback: buff cloth, gilt-

lettered to spine and upper board. Cloth split and separating along all of upper and half of 

lower joint but still attached and all present, corresponding split along gutter between title-

page and Contents but binding holding well, corners and top edge a little bumped, cloth 

discoloured. No dust-jacket. Currently a useful reading copy; rare and eminently reparable.   

Bookplate of the Bibliotheca Cariana to front pastedown. “3d” in ink to top corner of ffep. 

Eighteen essays in English, German or Italian covering a range of medical topics from 

Antiquity to Modern Times. 

[53953] £100 



 

 

38. Stoddart, Anna M.: The Life of Paracelsus: Theophrastus von Hohenheim 1493-1541. 

London: John Murray, 1911.  

First edition. 8vo., pp. xv, 309 + 6 plates + [ii] publisher’s ad. at rear. Tissue-guarded frontis. 

Hardback: green cloth, gilt-lettered to spine with a Star of David gilt to spine and one to 

centre of upper board. Top edge gilt. No dust-jacket. Front endpaper split along length of 

hinge but binding entirely secure. Spine very slightly cocked, edges a little dusted, light signs 

of shelf-wear, still a good copy.   

Bookplate of Lucy A. Hodgkin to front pastedown. 

[53960] £30 

39. Talbot, C. H.: Medicine in Medieval England.  London: Oldbourne, 1967.  

First edition. 8vo., pp. 222 + plates. Hardback: green cloth, gilt- and black-lettered to spine. 

Light signs of use, dust to edges, still very good, but lacking dust-jacket.   

In the Oldbourne History of Science Library. 

[53970] £12 

 

40. Tattersfield, Nigel: Thomas Bewick: The Complete Illustrative Work. Volume One: An 

Account of the Engraving Workshop, its masters and Apprentices; Volume Two:A 

Descriptive Catalogue of the Primary & Secondary Works & the Principal Larger Prints; 

Volume Three: Notes, References & Indexes to Volumes Two and Three. London: The 

British Library, 2011.  

First edition. 3 volumes, 4to., pp. 392; 948; 240. Includes colour frontispiece to Vol, 1 and 

copious b/w illustrations to texts of Vols. 1 & 2. Hardback: green cloth. Slipcase. Unused: as 

new.   

[53848] £120 



 

 

 

41. Thorndike, Lynn: A History of Magic and Experimental Science [Vols. I & II] During the 

First Thirteen Centuries of our Era; [Vols. III & IV] Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries; 

[Vols. V & VI] The Sixteenth Century; [Vol. VII & VIII] The Seventeenth Century. New 

York: Columbia University Press, 1923; 1934; 1941; 1958.  

Later reprints of first edition. 8 vols., 8vo., pp. xl, 835; vi, 1036; xxvi, 827; xxviii, 767; xxii, 

695; xviii, 766; x, 695; viii, 808. Hardback: green cloth, gilt-lettered to spine, blind stamp of 

Columbia University insignia to upper board of all except Vol. III. Issued without dust-

jackets, but all volumes retaining publisher’s protective tissue covers. Minor signs of shelf-

wear in all volumes but not readership in most; vol. II however with concave spine bears 

exceptional witness to both enthusiasm and weightiness. Otherwise and overall, a very good 

set.   

Although dated as first published, all these volumes are numbered as later impressions (I & II 

seventh; III - VI sixth; VII & VIII fifth), and all have 10-digit ISBNs, and so were printed 

sometime between 1970 and 2007. For a work commenced by the author in 1902, this 

continuity in print is testament indeed to the durability of scholarship and application. 

[53937] £800 

42. Watson, Thomas A.: The Birth and Babyhood of the Telephone. An address delivered before 

the Third Annual Convention of the Telephone Pioneers of America at Chicago, October 17, 

1913.   1926.  

Semi-Centenial Edition. 12mo., pp. 43. Frontispiece and  illustrations. Hardback: cream 

boards, illustration to centre of each board with upper black-lettered. No dust-jacket. Gap at 

gutter between pp. 2-3 and 42-43 but binding sound, albeit rather dust-soiled. Good only.   

Ink ownership autograph of Rollo Appleyard to ffep. 

Commander Rollo Appleyard (1867-1943) served in the Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve 

during WW1 and had a distinguished civilian career in the development of electronic 

communication, with his greatest achievement being the core of the long Pacific Cable 

between San Francisco and Honolulu (or perhaps, some might argue, the rubber-cored golf 

ball, with the introduction of the gutta-percha “gutty ball” developed with his assistant, Alfred 

Penfold, to whom he assigned most credit). 
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